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In the general case: 

3 masses of the bodies 
+
9 initial coordinates 
+ 
9 initial velocities

Equal-mass free-fall three-body problem:
two (!) coordinates

Initial conditions 



The Burj al Arab Polynomial
(credits: Lorenzo Robbiano)







Blue -- short-lived, yellow -- long-lived



History 

Sitnikov problem 
(Alexeev, 1969)

Rectilinear problem 
(Tanikawa & Mikkola, 2000)

Isosceles problem 
(Zare & Chesley, 1998; Chesley, 1999)

Free-fall equal-mass 
three-body problem 

(Chernin et al., Mylläri et al., 2004, 2006)



Sitnikov problem 
(Alexeev, 1969)







(Shannon) Entropy
H1= - i pi ln pi

pi – frequency of symbol “i” in the sequence



{1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3}    vs.      {1,2,1,3,2,3,2,1,3}

entropy of {1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2} (or of {1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2}) equals 
0.693147



(Shannon) Entropy
H1= - i pi ln pi

Markov Entropy
H2= - i pi j qij ln qij

pi – frequency of symbol “i” in the sequence;
qij – frequency of transitions from “i” to “j” .



Binary encounters



Binary encounters

entropy of {1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3} 
(or of {1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3}) is 
1.09861

Entropy[{1, 2, 1, 2}]=0.693147





Binary encounters





Initial conditions corresponding to
the two modes on the histogram
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Kolmogorov complexity





Consider a set M of all possible sequences of
length n. Let us define (following Newton's
idea) the increment sequence: we thus
consider the linear operator A: M → M,

y = Ax 
defined by the formula

yj = xj+1− xj

To have n increments, we  de fine xn+1 = x1,
making our sequence x cyclic (the function x,
whose value at j is xj, is then n-periodic).

Arnold complexity



The map A of the finite set M into itself is
described by a directed graph with 2n vertices x
M. In this graph, exactly one edge starts from
each vertex x (and leads to Ax).



n = 3 n = 5



n = 7



n = 3n = 7

binary ternary



The  de nition of the complexity: we say that an
object x is more complicated if the length of the
cycle of the component of the graph containing the
point x is larger. Inside the components whose
cycles have equal lengths, a vertex is said to be
more complicated if its distance from the cycle is
larger.



n = 8 n = 9



n = 10 n = 13



n = 8 n = 16



n = 32 n = 64



n = 8



n = 9



n = 16



n = 64







Thank you for attention!


